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Rings with Involution which are I-Rings 
This paper investigates conditions on the symmetric elements of a ring 
with involution which force the ring itself to be an I-ring. One main result in 
this area is that if each symmetric element of Ii can be mul:iplied b:, a 
symmetric element to give an idempotent, then R is an I-ring‘ 
We begin by setting some notation. R will alw:a>-s denote a ring with 
involuItion*, S = {x E R [ s* = s> the set of symmetric elements, and 
K = {.x E R I .t.* = -x> the set of skew-symmetric elements. Gail the subset 
T = (x + s* : s E R) of S the set of traces of R. Recall that R is an I--ring if 
every nonnii right (left) ideal of R contains an idempotent? and Ii is -.on 
Neumann regular if for each s E R, s # 0, there is y E R with ?:ys = x. 
Our first result gives conditions under which the van Neumann reguiarity 
of T forces R to be van Neumann regular. 
THEOREM 1. &sume that R is 2-torsion-free, has no dpote7l.t elements, 
andfor each .Y E R there is y E R with (x + x*) y(x + x*) = s G x”. Then R 
is 7x21 :Veumann regular. 
Proof. If T = 0, then R C K, and so, s? = 0 for each :Y E R. Since R 
has no nilpotent elements, x = 0, so R = 0. Hecce, we map assume T + G. 
By a theorem of Herstein and T4:ong [5j, a ring with no nilpotent elements is 
van Neumann regular if and only if R/P is van Neumann regular ioor each 
prime ideai P of R. Clearly, it suffices to show that R/P is van Neumann 
regular for P a minimal prime of R. 
Note first that since R has no nilpotent elements, every idempotex of R 
is in the center of R. Our assumption that (x + x*)y(s + .rr) = I f .T’~ 
implies that (x + x*)y and y(x + x*) are idempotents in A!, so are central. 
If P is anp prime ideal of R and if (x + x*)J~ E P then of course x + xx E P. 
Consequently? if a trace has a nonzero image in R/P, some multiple of that 
image is a central idempotent in R/P. Since RIP is a prime ring, this central 
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idempotent must be the identity of R/P. We have shown that each trace in R 
maps to either zero or a unit in R/P, for any prime ideal P of R. 
Let P be a prime ideal of R with P* f P. If y E P*, then y* E P, and so 
y + P = (y + y*) + P. Thus, the image of each element of P* in R/P 
is the image of a trace from R. Hence the image of P* consists of units of 
R/P. Note that since P” f P, this image is not zero. The fact that P* + P/P 
is an ideal of R/P implies that P + P*IP = RIP is a division ring, so is von 
Neumann regular. 
Now let P be a minimal prime ideal of R with P* = P. As is well known, 
RIP inherits an involution from R by defining (1. + P)” = r* + P. Observe 
that each trace in RIP is the image of a trace from R. We want to know that 
R/P is 2-torsion-free. By a theorem of Koh [4], since P is a minimal prime 
ideal of R, we may write P = {I* E R ) rb = 0 for some b # P}. If x 6 P but 
2x E P, then 2xb = 0 for some b $ P. But R is 2-torsion-free, so xb = 0, 
and s E P. Thus, RIP is 2-torsion-free. 
If each trace in RIP were zero, then RIP would be nil of index 2, just as we 
showed above for R. Since R/P is also 2-torsion free, it is nilpotent. This is 
impossible since P is a prime ideal of R, so R/P has nonzero traces. 
Consider the Jacobson radical, J, of R/P. Since J* = J, if x E J then 
m + x* E J. But .X + X* # 0 implies 3~” + X* is a unit, so we must have 
x + x* = 0. Clearly, 9 = (x4)*, and so, 9 + (x2)* = 29 is a trace in J. 
Again 2x2 = 0, forcing x2 = 0. Thus, J is a nil ideal of index 2 and is 
2-torsion-free, so J3 = 0. But R/P is a prime ring, so J = 0. Consequently 
R/P is a semisimple ring with each nonzero trace invertible. Using Theorem 7 
of [3], we may conclude that R/P is von Neumann regular, completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
The assumption in Theorem 1 that R is 2-torsion-free may be removed by 
assuming that each element of S is von Neumann regular. We indicate how 
one modifies the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain this result. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that R has no nilpotetlt elements and that for each 
s E S there is y E R with sys = s. Then R is von Neumann regular. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is valid with a few modifications. First, 
if S = 0, then x + s* = 0 and XX * = 0 for each x E R. Consequently, 
x2 = 0, so x = 0 since R has no nilpotent elements. 
The next part of the proof of Theorem 1, when P* # P, is exactly the 
same here as there. To apply the result from [3] when P* = P, it is necessary 
to show only that the Jacobson radical, J, of RIP is zero. Since J contains no 
idempotents, and since J* = J, if x E J then x + X* = 0 and XX* = 0, as 
these are images of symmetric elements of R. Consequently, x2 = 0 for each 
x E J and J is nil of index 2. If J f 0, then Levitzki’s Theorem [2, Lemma 1. I] 
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imphes that R/P contains a nonzero nilpotent ideal. But RIP is prime, so ~;e 
must have J = 0. 
The foliowing examples illustrate that the conditions agqxaring in 
Theorems I and 2 are necessary. 
EXMEPLE I. Let R = GF(2)[x], tb .e ring of polynomials ii? one indeter- 
minate over the field of two elements. If * is the identity map, then R has no 
nilpotent elements and each trace is zero, so von Neumann regular, but W 
is not van Neumann regular. For a less trivia! example, take the direct sum 
of R with any division ring with involution, 
The next example will show that the assumption that R has no nilpotent 
elements is essential and cannot be replaced by assuming that R is semi 
prime. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F2 be the complete 2 x 2 matrix ring over a field F with 
char F f 2. Denote by R, the set of all countable sequences (At ,..., A, . 
3, I3 ,...) with -4, ,..., d, , B EF, z arbitrary, and B = (g :). For r E R let 
T(r) = B. R is a ring under component wise addition and multiplication: 
and has an involution obtained by applying the involution (F i)* = (-2 -i) 
ofF, in each component. 
Let ‘ii be the projection of R onto the ith component. Since TV CX~!? , 
the kernel of rriTi is a prime ideal of R. Since the intersection of these ideals is 
zero, R is semiprime. Also, if x + x * is a trace in R, then n,(x + x4’) = 
(gl “,.). Thus each trace in R is von Neumann regular. In fact, each qmmetric 
element of R is con Neumann regular. However, R is not van Necmann 
regular. To see this, merely observe that if T(w) = (i $7 then T(rRs) = 3: 
so “V 6 XRX. 
Although the ring R in Example 2 is not von Neumann regular, ever-p 
nonzero element of R has a multiple which is a nonzero idempotent. Th?;s R 
is an i-ring. This is no accident as evidenced bv our next theorem. 
Remark. We shall be considering the situation when x f R, and no right 
multipie of x is a nonzero idempotent. Observe that if (yw) = yxx + C, 
then (~wyxz~~)~ = xayxxy # 0 and (Z~XZJ~X)” = ZJXZ~.‘L f 0, n-here 3’ and z 
are in R, or are formally 1. These relation show the equii~aience of the con- 
ditions: (1) no left multiple of x is a nonzero idempotein; (2) no right 
muhiple of s is a nonzero idempotent; (3) no two-sided multiple, J’.w: 
of .r is a nonzero idempotent. Thus, to say, ‘%w muhipie of .I: is a nonzero 
idempotent,” is unambiguous, since it holds for left, right, and “two-sided” 
muItip!:s simuhaneouslv. 
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(1) J3 = 0, 
(2) J is nil of index 2, 
(3) J is 2- torsion-jree, 
(4) JCK 
(5) if x 6 J then there is y E R with (xy)” = xy + 0. 
Proof. Properties (l)-(4) follow easily since J n S = 0 and J* = J. In 
particular, for h: E J, x + X* = 0 and XX* = 0, so Properties (2) and (4) 
hold. If 2x = 0 then X* = x E J n S = 0. Thus Property (3) holds and 
implies Property (1). 
We establish Property (5) by contradiction. By our remark above, we may 
assume that there is some x $ J with no multiple of x an idempotent. First we 
note that XX* = X*X = xS.r* = x*S.v = 0. If x + X* f 0 then for t E S 
(x + “c+y(X + x*)t = (x + m”)t f 0. 
Expand this expression and use XSX * = rn*S~ = 0 to obtain xtxt + x*t.x*t = 
xt + x*t. Multiplying an the right by xt yields (xt)3 = (xt)2, or (~t)~ = (xt)2. 
Since no multiple of N is an idempotent, we must have (xQ2 = 0. A similar 
argument shows that (~*t)a is a idempotent. In this case ((w*t)‘)* = (tx)’ 
is also an idempotent, so is zero. Thus 0 = ((tx)2)* = (~9)“. Consequently, 
(X + x*)t = 0 which forces us to conclude that x + X* = 0. 
Given s E S, since x E K, it follows that xs - sx E S. If xs - sx f 0, 
choose t E S with (XS - s.v)t(xs - sx)t = (KS - sx)t. Using .rS.v = 0, since 
x E K we obtain 
xstrst + sxtsxt = xst - sxf. (1) 
Multiplying (1) on the right by xst gives (xst)3 = (.rSt)2, and so, (.rst)q = (xst)?. 
Again, since no multiple of s is an idempotent, (xstst)” = 0. Multiplying (1) 
on the left by sxt yields (sxt)3 = -(sxt)2 and again (sxt)” is an idempotent, 
so is zero. Thus (XS - szc)t = 0, so xs - sx = 0 for all s E S. 
In particular, for T E R, S(Y + Y*) = (r + r*)x, or equivalently, XI’ - TX = 
r*x - XP. But then (XP - KY)* = -(XT - KY), and so, (XF - 1.~)~ E S. 
Choose t E S with 
(XT - Lx)‘1 t(xr - 1.x)” t = (XY - Lx)’ t. (2) 
Multiply (2) on the right by x and use r& = 0 to obtain 
(a?)’ t(x?-)2 tx = (m-)2 tx. (3) 
This relation implies that ((~r-)~t)~ = ((xl-J+)“, and as before ((a~>~t>~ = 0 
since it is an idempotent. Thus from (3), (xr)e tx = 0. 
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-‘Spplj-ing the involution to Eq. (2) and multipiying the result on the left 
by .T gives .rf(ix)’ f(rr)a = xf(r~)~. 0 rice again, (f(m)“)” is an idemnotent, hence 
is zero. Consequently, xt(~x)? = 0. 
In view of the two relations just established, expanding (2) gives 
Rluitip!y (4) on the right by (TX)~. Since SZ‘(FS)~ = 0, we conclude that 
(xr)’ ~(KYc)” = 0. But this implies that the left side of Eq. (4) is zero. Therefore. 
given any 1’ E I?, (xi. - I.v)a = 0, since (x;. - ~-~)a.9 contains no nonzero 
idempotent. Hence 0 = (M - FX)~ xr = (~)a. Since sR is a nil right rdeal, 
the right ideal generated by s is also nil, and s., a we must have .t E I. This 
contradiction establishes the theorem. 
15’e remark that if R is 2-torsion-free we need assume on!>- that each 
nonzero trace can be multiplied by a symmetric element to given an 
idempotent. The proof of the theorem with these hypotheses is virtuail>- 
unchanged once one notes that 2s is a trace for any s E S. Thus, for example, 
if s has no multiple which is an idempotent, then 2s:~” = 2x!&* = 0. and so, 
.z’s~ = sS.x* = 0, as in the proof of the theorem. 
Kate also that since J is nilpotent, every nil right (left) ideal of&? is nilpotentP 
so every non nii right (left) ideal of R contains an idempotent; that is, R is an 
h-kg. 
As a corollary to Theorem 3 we have that S van Neumann regular imp&s 
that I? is an i-ring. 
proof. Since sys = s, we also have sy*s = s. Thus s(y:~*)s = s> and so, 
for S + 0, (st)a = st f 0 for t = ys~” E S. The conclusion foUow;s from 
Theorem 3. 
The nest example shows that Theorem 3 fails if the assumption on &’ is 
replaced by the same assumption on K. 
EsahPLr 3. Let R = Z @ 0, where Z is the ring of integers and CJ,?, 
is the complete n x 12 matrix ring over the rational numbers with 7; > I. 
Define an involution of R by (12, A)* = (71, Ai), for PZ E Z, Z E Qrr i and Ai :he 
transpose of A. An element of K must have the form (0, A). Since Qn is van 
Neumann regular, if B E 0, is skew-symmetric under transpose. then 
BCB = B implies BCfB = -B. Thus BDB = B where D = -CBCt is 
skew-symmetric. Consequently, each element of K in R muXplied by an 
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element from K gives an idempotent. However, the ideal (22,O) is not nil, 
yet contains no idempotent. 
A question which arises in Theorem 3 is whether it is necessary to assume 
that the element by which we multiply s E S must be symmetric itself. In 
this direction we have a result in the special case when every element in S, 
the subring generated by S, has a multiple which is an idempotent. It will be 
convenient to consider separately the cases when S IS commutative and when 
it is not. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that st = ts for all s, t E S, and for s E S, s # 0, 
there is y E R with (~4’)~ = sy + 0. Then R is an I-kg whose Jacobson radical is 
nilpotent of index 3. 
Proof. The theorem will follow from Theorem 3 if we can show that the 
element y E R in the hypothesis can be chosen to lie in S. 
Assume s E S, s f 0, and y E R with (sy)a = sy # 0. Let sy = e. We may 
also assume that ysy = y for if not, let yt = ysy. Then e = syr and y, = yrsyr. 
Consequently, y*sy* = y*, so y*s and sy* = f are nonzero idempotents. 
Now ef = sysy * = s(ysy*) = ysy*s = f *e* = (ef)*. Similarly (fe)* = fe. 
Since ef and fe are symmetric, by hypothesis, efse = fe2f, or equivalently 
efe = fef. Thus (ef)’ = fef and (ef)” = (efe)(fef) = (efe)(efe) = e(fef)e = 
efe = fef = (ef)“. As a result, (ef )a is an idempotent. Explicitly, (ef)’ = 
svsy “S?‘SJ I* = st for t E S. < 
Assume then that (ef >” = 0. Thus efe = fef = 0. But now 
g=e+f-ef-fe 
is an idempotent and g = s(y + y* - ysy* - y*sy) = st for t E S. Since we 
are finished if g # 0, assume g = 0. As a consequence, e + f = ef + fe and 
multiplication by e on both sides gives e = 0, a contradiction. Thus either 
(ef)” f 0 or g 1 0, so st is a nonzero idempotent for t E S. Theorem 3 
applies, and the theorem is proved. 
For our final result, we drop the assumption that S is commutative. First, 
two definitions are required. 
DEFINITION. For a, b E R let [a, b] = ab - ba. 
DEFINITION. For a nonempty subset W of R, let a( TV) = {r E R 1 U!Y = 0 
for all w E JJT}. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that for each y E s with y f 0, there is t E R with yt 
a noxxero idempotent. Then R is a12 I-ring and the Jacobson radical of R is 
nilpotent of index 3 and is contained in K. 
I-%x$. That J, the Jacobson radical of R, is nilpotent of index 3 and is 
contained in R, as well as the other conditions on j given in Theorem 3, 
foo!lows esactiv as in Theorem 3. 
We claim that if R is not an I-ring, then there must exist some s c R - j 
with x E K, 9 = 0, and no right (or left) multiple of x is an idempotenr. 
Surely-, the last condition must hold for some x E R - j, if R is not an I-ring. 
If x E K, then .G E Sj and so, for some y E R, x(byyj is a nonzero idempotent, 
unless .Y’ = 0. Since no right multiple of .x is an idempotent, x2 must be zero, 
so x satisfies the conditions claimed above. Hence we may assume that 
x i .T” + 0. By virtue of the remark before Theorem 3> no left, righ:, or 
two-sided multiple of x is an idempotent, so ali of x.xX3 x*.Y, .rSx*, and 
x~S.t are zero. In particular? a+(~ + 1,*)x* = 0, and so .ws:~’ = -.YY‘~::*. 
Since (:ws”)* = x+.x* = --.uTx*, we have xrx ‘. t ” - K, each eiemezt of 
:&v* has square zero, and no nonzero element of xIz~+’ has a multipie which 
is an idempotent. The last fact follows from another application of the re-mark 
before Theorem 3. Of course, these same properties hoid I fcr .~XRx. If either 
.rR@ + 0 or s*R.r + 0, then any nonzero element from either of these sets 
sarisfies the required properties. Finally, assume that xRx” = 0 and .Y*-R.v = 0. 
Since s + .v.l + 0, choose t E R with (x f x*) t(.~ I x”)t = (.Y + ?c”)f + 0. 
Equivalent!y, we have stxt + PtxQ = .vt + x”t. L\rg Q’ ht multiplication bv xt 
gives (sija = (xt)‘, and so, (xt)” is an idempotent, so (xt)” = 6. Similar-lv, 
(-*i)‘is an idempotent, so (f*x)ais an idempotent, which imp!ies that (,x*t)” = 0. 
Thus (A 2 s”)f = 0, a contradiction 
Next it will be important to consider I3 = {r E R 1 2ir = Gj, the ideal of 
L-torsion elements of R. Now B * = B, so our hypothesis holds for B. More 
generally, if I” = I is an ideal of R and -1’ E I fi S with yt an idempotent, then 
yr = i(ty;) and ;yr E 1. In particular our hypothesis hoids for the ideals 
B, = {J. E B 1 2’1’ = 0 for i < k}. 
Ke claim that J(B) = 0, where J(3) is the Jacobson radical of B, 2B = O> 
and every element of I3 has a multiple which is an idempotent, If j(B) + 0, 
then since E = iJj: 3, , J(B) r\ Bj f 0 for so-me Z. As is weil knox~n 
J(Bij = J(B) n Bi . Let j’f J(Bi) with 2:; = 0. Since BI satisfies xi 
hypothesis, j(B,) C R, so y E S ,q J(B,) = 0. Hence j(Ei) = 0, forcing 
j(B) = 0. But for i > 1, (2B# = 0. Since 2Bi is a nilpoten: ideal of B, 
2Bi C J(B) = 0. Lastly, if some v E B does not have a muItip;e which is an > 
idempotent, then as we have seen, B must contain suck an element \vhkk ie 
in R. But 2B = 0 implies that B fl K = B A S, so ?f = G. 
TQ reduce to the case when J = 0, we consider the ring R/i XVith ?he 
induced involntion (r + J)* = r* + J. We must show that the hypothesis 
holds for R/J. First note that if r + J is symmetric in R/J, rhen r ~ I.= E Jo 
Consequently 2~ + J = (J+ + Y:~) + (1. - r*) + j = (r + flX) + J. If t + j 
is in the subring generated bp the symmetric elements or R/jr, then 2kf - i’ is 
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the image of an element from S, if K is sufficiently large. Thus if 2/;t $ J, 
some multiple of it, and so of t, is an idempotent in R/J. If 29 = 0, then 
t E B and as we have shown, some multiple oft is an idempotent, unless t = 0. 
Lastly, suppose 2Xt E J but 2”t # 0. Since J3 = 0 we have (2’it)3 = 0 for 
(29) the ideal generated by 2’;t. Equivalently, 23k(t)3 = 0 and so (t)3 C B. In 
particular t(t)” C B. If t(t)” + 0, then some multiple of t is an idempotent, 
whereas, if t(t)” = 0, then (t)3 = 0 and t E J, a contradiction. Therefore our 
hypothesis is satisfied by RI J. Note that it suffices to consider Ri J because if 
yz~ is an idempotent modulo J, (ye)’ - y7: E J, and since J3 = 0, some 
multiple of y is an idempotent in R [I, Lemma 1.3.21. 
Henceforth we assume that J = 0, that x E R is an element having no 
multiple which is an idempotent, x E K, and x2 = 0. Recall from above that 
.yRx C K. Fory, zu E R, (xyxw.~)* = -xyxwx. Also, (XJXWX)* = --xw*~y*x. 
Using x+x = --.z’rx gives -(xw*x)y*x = a~zu.~y*x = -zwXy”v. We may 
conclude that X~XWX = XZUXJJ,X. This relation will be important at the end of 
the proof. 
In view of Theorem 5, we mayas well assume that S is not commutative. 
In this case, it is well-known that S contains the nonzero ideal I of R generated 
by all ty - yt, for y, t E S. [2, p. 41. S’ mce no multiple of x is an idempotent, 
we must have IX = ~1 = 0, and so I(X) = (x)1 = 0, where (x) is the 
ideal generated by X. Thus for s, t E S, I[[x, s], t] = 0. Since x E K, 
[[s, s], t] E [S, S] C I. But I n A(I) is a nilpotent ideal. Consequently, 
[[x, s], t] = 0 for s, t E S. 
Let [x, s] = a E S. There exists y E R with ayzy = NJ’ andymy = y. Thus 
y*ay *-.* - y ) so cJy*ay* = Gy*. Adding, we obtain ayc~y + a~j*ocy* = 
a(y + y*) = (y + y*)a. Now a2 = (xs - .w)(xs - sx) = 0, since 9 = 0 
and xS.x = 0. Hence 0 = (y + y*)o1 . ~JDJ = (ay)“~ + ~y*ol(y*~y)o~. Since 
~*oiy E S, ~J~“~JQ = 0, and SO, 0 = (my)” = ay. But if ay = 0 for every such 
choice of y, then 01 = 0 for every s E S. That is, [x, S] = 0. 
For r E R, 0 = [x, 1’ + r*], or equivalently, [x, r] = [r*, x]. But [x, r]* = 
[+, x*] = -[r*, X] = -[x, r]. Thus [x, 1.1 E K. Furthermore [x, ~1 commutes 
with S. To see this, choose s E S. Then 
[[x, P], s] = [[x, s], 1.1 + [x, [r, s]]. 
We know that [x, s] = 0 and it is also easy to show that [Y, s] E S. Con- 
sequently, [[x, r], s] = 0, as claimed. 
Repeating the argument of the last paragraph with [x, Y] replacing x yields 
[[x, r-r], ye] E K and commutes with S. By induction it is trivial that for 
r1 , r2 ,..., V, E R, we have [... [x, rr] ,..., rn] E K and commutes with S. Let L 
be the additive subgroup of R generated by x and all [... [x, pi],..., ~~1 for 
n > 1. Then L is a Lie ideal of R (with respect to the operation [,I), L C K, 
and [L, S] = 0. Suppose that the subring of R generated by L is commutative, 
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in particular, x(x7 - IX) = (XY - rx)x for all r E R. Thus 2xrx = 0, and 
sRs C B. Hence some multiple of x is an idempotent unless x&k = 0. Since 
J = 0, R contains no nilpotent ideals, so x = 0. Therefore, vve may assume 
that E, the subring generated by L is not commutative. 
Just as for S, L contains the nonzero ideal 3f generated by ail [y, L] for 
~9, t EL [2, p. 41. Note that since L C K, we have that J* = AI. Also, 
[S,L] = 0 implies that [s, M] = 0. Hence 0 = [S, 9fR] = M[S, ii]. In 
particular, if-11 E [s, R] n dl then y E AI P, .=I(N). As above Ai” fl _L?(;W) = i?, 
SCJ~ = 0. Thus, ify E S n 113 then [y, I?] = 0, 
JI is an ideal of a semiprime ring, so ilr” is semiprime as a ring. Since 
df* = 31, the hypothesis of the theorem holds for M, as kdicated above 
when we considered B. Furthermore, [S n M, R] = 0 and S n M are 
precisely the symmetric elements of M. Bq’ Theorem 5, ever; element of 3Z 
has a multipie which is an idempotent. Since x has no mukiple which is an 
idempotent, MY = 0. 
For r, t, EC E R, [[x, r], t] EL and [x, w] EL. Hence 
[[[x, r], t], [X3 zn]] E [L,L] c Tu. 
Multiplying this element of X on both sides by .x must give zero. Expanding 
yields 
Using the fact derived earlier that .YJWU.Y = xuxyx yields 4xrxk7ut = 0: 
or nrstxwx E B. If for some choice of f. t, and m, wxtxms + 0, then since 
every element of B has a multiple which is an idempotent, some multiple of x 
would be an idempotent. Since this is impossibie? (xR)~ = 0. But ,r = 0, 
so s = 0. This contradiction forces us to ccnclude that no s c R has the 
properties assumed, and so, the theorem is established. 
We remark that in the special case when R is primitive, we need assume 
only that each element of 5 has a multiple which is an idempotent In order to 
nrove that X is an I-ring as in Theorem 6. This follows fairiy easily- from the 
relation q~7cs = xwvyx obtained in the proof of Theorem 6, using an 
argument like that in Theorem 1 of [3]. 
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